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Tax obligations for online retail
sales not so easy to avoid anymore

H

istorically, if an out-ofstate retailer lacked
physical presence in a
particular state, the
retailer was under no
obligation to report sales. Earlier
this year, however, the U.S.
Supreme Court granted South
Dakota the authority to impose
sales tax obligations on out-ofstate retailers, or remote retailers,
with no physical presence there.
The landmark decision in South
Dakota v. Wayfair Inc., No. 17-494
(June 21), circumvented nexus
standards that have been in place
for the last 50 years. Many states,
including Illinois, have passed legislation to address out-of-state retailers’ tax obligations.
Physical nexus
Prior to Oct. 1, the Illinois Use
Tax Act required a remote retailer making sales to Illinois residents to register with the Illinois
Department of Revenue if the remote retailer maintained a physical presence in the state. A physical presence “nexus” has been
found to include one of the following:
• Maintaining an office, warehouse or place of business in Illinois.
• An agent salesperson or representative operating in Illinois.
• Maintaining a referral or distributor arrangement with an Illinois person or entity of which the
cumulative gross sales of the remote retailer as a direct result of
the Illinois contact equals $10,000
or more a year.
• Targeted solicitations to Illinois consumers that are calculated to incite a person to purchase items from the specific remote retailer.
Christina Mermigas, an attorney with my firm, Chuhak & Tecson P.C., said, “When a remote
retailer lacked physical presence
in Illinois, the reporting requirement fell on the Illinois customer,
who was required to report and
pay use taxes on the items purchased from remote retailers on
their individual tax return.”
However, this self-reporting
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Move to economic nexus
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